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Corporate Resiliency: Managing the Growing Risk of Fraud and CorruptionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Corporate Resiliency: Managing the Growing Risk of Fraud and Corruption is written for members of boards of directors and audit committees, senior executives, those who advise or report to them, and those responsible for managing fraud and corruption risks. It describes in plain English terms a proactive fraud and corruption risk...
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Unobstructed Shortest Paths in Polyhedral Environments (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1987

	The study of minimum paths on or around polyhedra in Euclidean 3-space is
	of growing importance in robotics. This work presents new algorithms
	based on extensions of the Voronoi diagram. Since experience with new algo-
	rithms is also important, this work also describes a workbench to allow
	experimentation.


	This book is...
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Fast SOA: The way to use native XML technology to achieve Service Oriented Architecture governance, scalability, and performanceMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
FastSOA is a great book with lots of meat on the bones and practical real-world XML and SOA knowledge. Much of what passes for SOA right now is simply block diagrams and vague exhortations to get the architecture right. Frank Cohen gives a practical guide to what software developers, architects, and CIOs have to do to deliver highly scalable,...
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Fungal Pathogenesis: Principles and Clinical Applications (Mycology)CRC Press, 2001

	Stresses molecular and biochemical studies of opportunistic and frank fungal pathogens!

	

	This book gives a comprehensive overview of human pathogenic fungi that offers a current and concise survey of virulence factors, host responses and recognition, treatment and diagnosis of infections, invasive enzymes, intracellular...
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How To Do Everything With Your Pocket PC, 2nd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Make the most of your pocket PC with this hands-on easy-to-use resource.  Find out how to synch your pocket PC with your desktop computer, browse the Web, send instant messages, play games, and much more.     

       Get the most out of your Pocket PC and all its features and capabilities with this easy-to-follow resource. You'll learn...
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Interested Readers: Essays on the Hebrew Bible in Honor of David J. A. ClinesSociety of Biblical Literature, 2013

	Readers of the Hebrew Bible are interested readers, bringing their own perspectives to the text. The essays in this volume, written by friends and colleagues who have drawn inspiration from and shown interest in the scholarship of David Clines, engage with his work through examining interpretations of the Hebrew Bible in areas of common...
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Real AnalysisAmerican Mathematical Society, 2005

	This book is written by award-winning author, Frank Morgan. It offers a simple and sophisticated point of view, reflecting Morgan's insightful teaching, lecturing, and writing style. Intended for undergraduates studying real analysis, this book builds the theory behind calculus directly from the basic concepts of real numbers, limits, and...
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Exploiting Online Games: Cheating Massively Distributed SystemsAddison Wesley, 2007

	If you are a gamer, a game developer, a software security professional, or an interested bystander, this book exposes the inner workings of online-game security for all to see.


	From the authors of the best-selling Exploiting Software, Exploiting Online Games takes a frank look at controversial security issues...
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Investment Performance Measurement (Frank J. Fabozzi Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Investment is an initial forfeit of something we value in exchange for
the anticipated benefit of getting back more than we put in. The difference
between what we put in and what we got back is the return; we
invest in order to yield this return. For financial assets return includes
both the gain we receive when we finally...
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Rightshore!: Successfully Industrialize SAP® Projects OffshoreSpringer, 2008
At a time when business demands urge companies to innovate and CIOs face increasing cost pressures, offshore delivery offers the opportunity to industrialize the implementation processes for system harmonization, consolidation, and enhancement, thereby realizing substantial cost savings and quality improvements. Rightshore® - a...
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Outsourcing America: What's Behind Our National Crisis and How We Can Reclaim American JobsAMACOM, 2005

	"Foreword by Lou Dobbs One of the hottest, most controversial topics in the news is the outsourcing of American jobs to other countries. Outsourced jobs are extending well beyond the manufacturing sector to include white-collar professionals, particularly in information technology, financial services, and customer service....
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Softswitch : Architecture for VoIP (Professional Telecom)McGraw-Hill, 2002
SOFTSWITCH DISSECTED
 SOFT OR HARD? Hardware switches can cost tens of millions and occupy a city block in real estate.  Softswitches are a fraction of the cost and the size of a refrigerator.  Bypassing big iron can also make for a more efficient development environment, potentially offering more...
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